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Evolution in Your Life

When you hear the word evolution, you may think of iconic
images of Darwin and the Beagle, representations of the
"tree of life," pictures of apes and the DNA double helix. But
do you realize just how thoroughly the subject seeps into our
everyday lives? To give a sense of this, we asked five
experts in different fields to briefly describe an example.
Listen in, and find out how evolution and the process of
natural selection–the survival of those creatures that are
best adapted to their environment–gives us dogs, makes us
such good runners, and even helps us solve crimes.

From flu to food—hear five researchers discuss how evolution affects your
day-to-day life.

Gaia Remerowski is NOVA's senior researcher.
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Useful Links

      

The Evolving Flu

Flu expert Peter Palese explains why
we should prepare for—but not panic
over—a resurgence of the 2009 sw...

Compare the Skeletons

The bones of chimps, early human
ancestors, and modern people reveal
what it takes for us to walk upright.

A Potpourri of Pooches

How come dogs, alone among Earth's
species, come in so many shapes and
sizes?

Arms Race With a Superbug

Certain microbes evolve defenses
against every antibiotic we throw at
them. Staph aureus is a sobering case
in point.
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